[1] Using a meteorological similarity comparison method (MSCM), we performed a mutual and simultaneous evaluation of the surface radiative flux datasets from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project-FD and the new radiative-flux-analysisprocessed surface observations (RFA-PSO). For downward shortwave (SW), diffuse (Dif), and direct (Dir) fluxes, matching cloud fraction (CF) reduces the flux difference between FD and RFA-PSO by up to a factor of 2. Decreasing the aerosol optical depth values used in the FD calculations accounts for much of the remaining difference. For downward longwave (LW) flux, matching either surface air temperature or CF reduces the flux difference to nearly zero. For the total downward SW diurnal variations, there is excellent agreement for both clear and cloudy sky, but less good agreement for the Dif and Dir components. The latter agree much better for clear sky when the FD aerosol optical depth is reduced and for cloudy sky when matching CF and cloud optical depth jointly. For LW diurnal variations, the agreement is best for clear sky, but FD has a larger amplitude by 3-7 W/m 2 for cloudy sky because of differing sensitivities to cirrus and low clouds in the two datasets. These results confirm that the source of the FD surface flux uncertainty of ∼10-15 W/m 2 is the input quantities, not the radiative transfer model. An important limitation of the RFA-PSO cloud parameters (not the fluxes) is the inhomogeneous diurnal sampling and the retrieval difficulties with broken clouds (SW) and cirrus clouds (LW). 
Introduction
[2] Rotation of the Earth causes a diurnal cycle of solar heating that is manifested through various physical processes as variations of the state of the surface and atmosphere in all but the highest polar regions of the Earth (where solar variations are more strongly seasonal). Particularly important processes are those affecting evaporation of water from the surface and triggering the stronger convective motions that produce much of the precipitation. The diurnal cycle is a notable signal in Earth's weather and climate, so whether it is correctly represented in both magnitude and phase is an important test of how well a general circulation model (GCM) simulates the relevant processes that are involved in the exchanges of energy and water between the surface and atmosphere [Bosilovich and Schubert, 2002] . The test would begin with how well the diurnal variations of radiative fluxes can be determined to provide a more subtle evaluation of the radiative transfer model. In the case of shortwave fluxes (SW = 0.2-5.0 mm wavelength), deviations from the purely geometric variations (solar zenith angle) of the fluxes over the course of the day have a strong dependence on the diurnal variations of clouds. Moreover, the diurnal variations of the ratio of the direct and diffuse flux components for clear and cloudy sky may reveal more subtle dependencies on the proportions of absorption and scattering by clouds, aerosols, and gases. This ratio directly shows whether the amount of scattering by aerosols (primarily under clear skies) and clouds is correctly specified. In the case of longwave fluxes (LW = 5.0-200 mm wavelength), the diurnal variations of the downward and upward fluxes for both amplitude and phase depend mostly on the associated diurnal variations in atmospheric temperature (with weaker dependence on humidity and cloud variations) and surface skin temperature, respectively.
[3] The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project-FC (ISCCP-FC, called FC hereafter) provided an early opportunity to study diurnal radiative flux variations. Rossow and Zhang [1995] compared FC's monthly mean 3-hourly (in local solar time) SW albedo and LW upward fluxes at the top of atmosphere (TOA) with the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment [Ramanathan et al., 1989] . The results were generally acceptable, but they identified a lack of diurnal atmospheric temperature variations and a likely clear-sky bias in surface temperature diurnal variations as problems with surface LW fluxes. The current product, ISCCP-FD (FC's successor, called FD hereafter) [Zhang et al., 2004] , has incorporated a diurnal adjustment scheme for near-surface atmospheric temperatures and surface skin temperature for land areas. The scheme is generally better at representing LW diurnal variations on the basis of the comparisons with surface measurements [Zhang et al., 2004] .
[4] However, a systematic and more detailed evaluation for our surface radiative fluxes has not yet been performed, partly because of the lack of high-quality surface observations with enough information about the coincident meteorological conditions to allow explanation of the relationship between the surface and satellite-based flux determinations. In addition to nearly continuous radiative flux data records over long enough time periods to sample the full range of meteorological variability, we needed coincident aerosol, cloud, and atmospheric properties for a large enough number of the stations in different climate regimes. This situation has changed, however, with the emergence of a methodology for estimating the cloud effects on the surface radiative fluxes, the radiative flux analysis (RFA) method, as described in a series of papers [Long and Ackerman, 2000; Long and Gaustad, 2004; Long, 2004 Long, , 2005 Long et al., 2006; Barnard and Long, 2004; Barnard et al., 2008; Long and Turner, 2008] . The RFA method has now been applied to high time resolution surface radiative flux datasets from the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) [Ohmura et al., 1998 ], the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) [Ackerman and Stokes, 2003] , and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA's) Surface Radiation budget network (SURFRAD) [Augustine et al., 2000] sites. We call this product RFA-Processed Surface Observations (RFA-PSO), simplified to PSO here. PSO has been released as part of the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Radiative Flux Assessment (see http:// gewex-rfa.larc.nasa.gov/GEWEX-RFA/). The importance of PSO lies in that, in addition to the directly observed flux components, it contains estimates of the clear-sky counterparts (beyond the limited direct, true clear-sky measurements) and their associated meteorological properties (see section 2). This combination of all-sky and clear-sky fluxes with the meteorological information provides the longawaited opportunity to evaluate the FD surface radiative fluxes in greater detail, and conversely, it also provides a useful test of the PSO product, and therefore the RFA method, which is still being refined. Because the two data products are entirely independent, their agreement is actually a mutual validation while the investigation of physical causes for their differences can lead to further improvements for both the radiation model and RFA method.
[5] Although some more general evaluation is always necessary whenever datasets are compared for the first time, we focus more on the diurnal variation comparisons using a Meteorological Similarity Comparison Method (MSCM) that exploits the availability of the coincident meteorological information to refine the comparison. We first describe the two datasets in section 2 and introduce MSCM in section 3. We compare the diurnal variations of the SW fluxes in section 4 and the diurnal variations of the LW fluxes in section 5. Section 6 summarizes our results and conclusions.
Datasets
[6] The RFA-PSO product provides 15-minute averages of surface radiative flux measurements and, if allowed by the RFA retrieval, of the associated meteorological parameters. All quantities are arithmetic averages over all available times at the original 1-to 3-minute measurement intervals for all days in 2004 at 20 stations. Monthly averages of the15-minute mean values for the period from 1992 to 2006 are also available at 30 stations. The measured and derived parameters in the PSO product include all-and clear-sky, downwelling and upwelling, SW and LW fluxes, SW-derived cloud cover and effective visible cloud optical depth (only for original 1-to 3-min measurements where conditions are overcast, cloud cover ≥0.90), LW-derived cloud cover and effective cloud base height, surface air temperature, humidity, and wind speed. In addition, surface downwelling diffuse and direct SW fluxes for both all and clear sky are also provided (see ftp://typhoon.larc.nasa.gov/ pub/gewex-rfa/data/flux_analysis/1_Flux_Analysis_notes_ RFA.txt, referred to Chuck Long's Derived Parameters at http://gewex-rfa.larc.nasa.gov/GEWEX-RFA/; user registration is required for accessing this PSO product).
[7] Fifteen stations are selected for this study because they have the most complete information and most nearly complete time records. We use the 2004 dataset, which has the full 15-minute time record. The stations used are listed in Table 1 . Also indicated in Table 1 are the 10 stations with aerosol optical depth (AOD) measurements available. Seven of them are from the SURFRAD and BSRN (SURFRAD AOD values are provided compliments of J. Augustine [Augustine et al., 2008] ), and the rest (Nauru, Manus, and Darwin) are from ARM/AERONET [Holben et al., 1998 ] sites but newly processed with more stringent thresholds for cloud screening by C. Flynn (personal communication). For comparison with FD, we have converted the original spectral AOD values at 415, 500, and 615 nm wavelengths to AOD at 550 nm wavelength using the Angstrom power law formula, because 550 nm is the reference wavelength that FD uses to specify aerosol radiative properties. Table 2 gives the definitions of parameter acronyms used in this study.
[8] For ARM and SURFRAD, the 2s uncertainty of PSO monthly mean fluxes is estimated to be well below 10 W/m 2 for all-sky total, diffuse, and direct downward SW and LW fluxes; the inferred clear-sky fluxes should also have uncertainties <10 W/m 2 . The uncertainty is estimated to be 10% or better for SW-derived cloud fraction (CFsw) and optical thickness (CldTau), 0.01-0.02 for AOD by Augustine et al. [2008] , and 0.6 K for surface air temperature and 2%-3% for humidity [Ritsche, 2006] . For BSRN the uncertainty estimates are 5 Wm 2 for downwelling SW and 10 W/m 2 for downwelling LW, but these estimates are determined from standard deviations of the calibration coefficients [Ohmura et al., 1998 ], so they are incomplete. A more complete evaluation is needed because the actual uncertainty for field measurements will be somewhat larger than for instrument calibration. Some of these sources of error are illustrated here. For detailed discussions on RFA-PSO data uncertainties, see the Appendix.
[9] The ISCCP-FD dataset consists of the upwelling, downwelling, shortwave, and longwave radiative flux profiles (TOA to surface) for all, clear, and overcast sky, along with all the input parameters used in the flux calculations (except for aerosols). The fluxes are calculated using a complete, detailed, and physically consistent radiative transfer model from the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies General Circulation Model (with some modifications; see Zhang et al. [2004] ) with improved observations of the physical properties of the surface, atmosphere, and clouds based on the ISCCP D-series cloud climatological datasets [Rossow and Schiffer, 1999] and several other satellite data products. The FD flux product is global, 3-hourly on a 280 km equal area grid map covering the time period from July 1983 through December 2007 (to be extended as more ISCCP products become available). FD is provided in four subdatasets with the same spatial and temporal resolutions (see http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/projects/flux.html), of which only the surface (SRF) dataset is needed here. However, to be able to compare to PSO's downwelling diffuse and direct SW fluxes, as well as the other meteorological parameters that the standard SRF FD does not report, we produced a special FD product with additional input and output parameters saved at 3-hr intervals for all of 2004. The code and input datasets are identical to those used for the standard FD.
[10] The uncertainty for FD surface flux components is estimated from previous studies to be 10-15 W/m 2 for regional monthly means [Zhang et al., 2004] . For the other input parameters (used in the flux calculation), uncertainties are estimated to be less than or equal to ∼10% for cloud fraction, less than or equal to ∼10% for cloud optical thickness, 2-3 K for surface air temperature, and 20-25% for precipitable water [Rossow and Schiffer, 1999] . The latter two parameters are from the operational Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) product [Zhang et al., 2006] .
[11] There are fundamental differences between FD and PSO. The former uniquely determines flux values using forward modeling from all the input atmospheric, cloud, and surface parameters, whereas the latter retrieves some of the cloud parameters (and clear-sky fluxes at all times) from the measured flux values using the RFA retrieval method. The FD results, being "forward" calculations, produce unique relationships, whereas the RFA retrieval may not be unique in all situations. In other words, the functional relationships between the fluxes and the meteorological parameters in the two are essentially determined in "opposite" directions. As a result, FD flux errors are associated with input parameter and model errors, whereas PSO retrieved parameter errors are associated with errors in the flux measurements and the retrieval method. Moreover, the spatiotemporal sampling of the two products is very different. FD fluxes are assumed to represent 3-hr averages (intervals centered on UTC = 0, 3, … 21 hr), but they are based on single time samples within the 3-hr interval. SW fluxes are calculated using 3-hr-averaged cosine solar zenith angle while holding all other quantities constant, and LW fluxes are calculated with all quantities constant. The FD 280-km grid cell mean is based on a sampling of the original satellite pixels at 30 km intervals, so it represents only a few percent of the area at each time. However, the FD fluxes are physically consistent with the cloud and other meteorological information through the radiation model. In contrast, the PSO dataset used in this work is a 3-hr average produced from the 15-minute averages at a single site ("point" but the hemispherical view of the surface instruments combined with the temporal averaging represents scenes on average ∼30-50 km across). All the 15-min samples are not always available for a given 3-hr period because of a number of practical problems, such as instrumental failures, human errors, and retrieval limitations. Consequently, the 3-hr mean values may not be statistically homogeneous over the time interval and may not provide consistent time sampling for all parameters. For instance, ∼5% of the 3-hourly mean SW downwelling (SWdn) fluxes and 10% of LW downwelling fluxes (LWdn) do not have complete 15-min sampling. Likewise, 9% of diffuse fluxes (Dif) and 44% of SW-derived cloud fractions (CFsw) are incompletely sampled. The same kind of inhomogeneity also affects the 15-min mean parameters when they are averaged from the original 1-to 3-min data. These fundamental differences between the two datasets must be carefully taken into account in the mutual evaluation (see section 3).
[12] To reduce the scatter in the comparisons caused by the sampling differences, we focus on the comparison of monthly means , and therefore we compute monthly averaged 3-hourly means, shortened to monthly 3-hourly, at Local Solar Time (LST) to describe the diurnal cycle. We have also examined finer time variations, some of which are mentioned, to confirm any conclusions reached. This is particularly important when the effects of spatiotemporal mismatches are more severe, as we show here. The central latitude and longitude of an FD cell are used to convert UTC to LST. All monthly mean values are based on matched samples of the 3-hourly means between FD and PSO; in other words, monthly averages are based only on the 3-hourly means when both FD and PSO values are available.
[13] The effects of the PSO sampling are best illustrated by the fact that the monthly mean values based on the monthly averaged 15-min values, monthly averaged 3-hourly means and daily means are sometimes different. On the other hand, since the FD sampling is complete (by design), all three monthly means are identical. However, when FD results are matched to PSO, as in this study, the different monthly means exhibit differences, depending on how complete the PSO time sampling is for a specified parameter. From our review of all the results, this is not a major issue, so we usually do not distinguish the different monthly averages unless necessary for clarity.
Methodology
[14] Usually satellite-derived surface radiative fluxes are evaluated by comparison with surface-measured fluxes [e.g., Rossow and Zhang, 1995; Zhang et al., 2004] , assuming the latter to be the "truth"; but the surface-based dataset is just another dataset with its own sources of uncertainty. Under the assumption that the uncertainty of the surfacebased measurements is smaller than that of the satellitebased fluxes, such a comparison does provide some kind of uncertainty estimate for the satellite-based fluxes, even though it is probably an overestimate, but it does not provide any insight into the causes of errors. In particular, we cannot determine how much of the uncertainty comes from errors of the radiative transfer model, the input datasets, or the surface observations themselves. Although we use the traditional method here as a first evaluation, a more meaningful and accurate validation has to involve simultaneous and mutual evaluations of both datasets to obtain a more accurate estimate of uncertainties.
[15] Assuming a particular flux component, f (e.g., SWdn), is a function of the set of parameters specifying the radiative properties of the environment, ev, then
where F is the radiative transfer function represented by a radiative transfer code and ev is shown as a vector to indicate that it represents many meteorological parameters, such as temperature, humidity, aerosols, and clouds. If we know the true environmental properties, ev o , then the true flux is f o = F(ev o ) because F is the assumed true radiative transfer function in equation (1), whereby using "true," we mean ev o , f o , and F represent unique values without any errors. FD uniquely determines each flux, f 1 = F 1 (ev 1 ), where F 1 represents the radiative transfer model actually used, which is assumed to depart from F by an amount depending on how good the model is and ev 1 is obtained from various other datasets, each with their own errors. PSO retrieves some of the environmental parameters from the measured fluxes, whereas some others are measured by other systems or assumed; together, we can represent these data as ev 2 = F 2 −1 (f 2 ) = G 2 (f 2 ), where the inverse radiative transfer function, G 2 , may not be unique in all situations, especially since only a few parameters of the environment are retrieved. Generally F ≠ F 1 ≠ F 2 and ev 0 ≠ ev 1 ≠ ev 2 , so given that f 0 ≠ f 1 ≠ f 2 , we are not able to separate the different reasons for the flux differences. The usual evaluation method only compares f 1 with f 2 , which is not very informative, and assigns all of the discrepancies to errors in f 1 , which is an overestimate. In fact, f o , ev o and their relationship f o = F(ev o ) is never exactly known because of the uncertainties in the several measurement systems involved, but we can try to reduce overall uncertainties, especially for the model results, by a mutual evaluation approach that uses more information.
[16] If we write
we can propose an alternate evaluation approach (the Meteorological Similarity Comparison Method, MSCM) that exploits equation (2) to go beyond the usual approach, provided that the surface flux measurements are accompanied by coincident meteorological parameters for ev 2 . This is, in fact, the design concept for the Baseline Surface Radiation Network. We can then search for subsets of the matched satellite and surface flux datasets where the differences between ev 1 and ev 2 are minimized to give us more meaningful uncertainty estimates for the FD and PSO fluxes. This matching process filters out bad mismatches between the two datasets that can arise because of the differing spatiotemporal sampling.
[17] In an ideal case, if Df → 0 when ev 1 → ev 2 and F 1 → F and F 2 → F, then we could claim that the only errors in f from the satellite are those coming from the errors in ev 1 and provide a direct uncertainty estimate. We have already evaluated the possible errors in FD from the input parameters [Zhang et al., 2004 [Zhang et al., , 2006 [Zhang et al., , 2007 . However, another possibility is that Df → 0 when ev 1 → ev 2 but only that F 1 → F 2 . Thus, if the two sets of measurements were based on the same radiative transfer relationships (model), we would not know about the errors in f coming from the model itself. In the case of the comparison of FD and PSO, we know that F 1 ≠ F 2 (as some of our results show), so it might be the case that f 1 ≠ f 2 , even if ev 1 = ev 2 . However, if Df (ev 1 ,ev 2 ) is small when ev 1 = ev 2 , as is the case, and we can identify and separate out the cases where F 1 and F 2 differ most, then we can isolate the errors in f 1 that come from F 1 separately from the errors that come from ev 1 . Likewise, we can do the same for the errors in f 2 that come from F 2 and the parameters in ev 2 , most of which are not directly measured but retrieved from f 2 .
[18] Thus, the MSCM is a mutual validation method that essentially matches the FD and PSO fluxes and the atmospheric and surface physical properties, which most affect these fluxes, as closely as possible. In practice Df(ev 1 ,ev 2 ) is a minimum for an optimum but nonzero value of Dev = ev 1 − ev 2 because we do not have enough information to consider all of the parameters that affect the fluxes. We evaluate Df(ev 1 ,ev 2 ) either by sorting until Dev produces a minimum or alternatively by directly changing ev 1 to ev 2 and repeating the FD calculations. We approximate ev as a function of only one or two meteorological variables and use a trial-and-error approach to find the optimum values that minimize Df. In this way, we can eliminate those flux value matchups that cause an overestimate of the uncertainties in the usual comparison approach but are not actually associated with true errors of the radiation model or the surface flux measurements. Rather, these cases are associated with the differences in spatiotemporal matching that cause differences in environmental conditions. We can then evaluate the uncertainties in FD associated with the radiative transfer model and in PSO associated with the retrieval method (RFA).
Shortwave Flux Evaluation
[19] Our previous comparisons of SW fluxes from satellitebased calculations (FD) and direct surface measurements (BSRN) have shown generally good agreement , Zhang et al. [2004] ) with biases generally <10 W/m 2 and RMS differences >50 W/m 2 for 3-hourly and 10-15 W/m 2 for monthly means for regions ∼280 km in size. Much of the scatter in the comparisons appeared to be associated with the effects of the sparse space-time sampling of the clouds in the ISCCP cloud products, together with the effects of comparing area means and point measurements . A large part of the remaining bias was thought to be associated with biases of the AOD from the aerosol climatology used in the calculations. However, limitations in the coincident and collocated meteorological information available with the surface flux measurements at that time, especially concerning the properties of clouds and aerosols, precluded further investigation of the flux differences and confirmation of these conclusions. Using the RFA-PSO product, we can now investigate and identify the causes of the flux differences between FD and PSO.
General Comparison and Sampling Effects
[20] Comparisons of various monthly mean values aggregated over the 15 stations for 2004 are summarized in Table 3 . All differences reported here and throughout this work are taken as FD minus PSO. The mean difference (standard deviation of the differences, SD) for downwelling all-sky surface shortwave flux (SWdn) is −1.1 (20.9) W/m 2 . This is similar to the result of +2.0 (18.5) W/m 2 reported in Zhang et al. [2004] for comparisons to 1,970 monthly mean samples at 35 BSRN stations over 1992-2001. For the diffuse (Dif) and direct (Dir) fluxes, the mean (SD) differences are 29.8 (24.2) and −30.4 (24.8) W/m 2 , respectively. The mean Dir/Dif ratios for the FD and PSO data are 0.53 and 1.12, respectively, yielding a mean (SD) difference of −0.58 (0.57). The mean difference for SWdn for all available matches of all 3-hourly means is about the same as the monthly bias, but the SD of the differences (85.2 W/m 2 ) is much larger as expected because of poorly sampled cloud variability. Dif and Dir show similar results for 3-hourly values. The fact that the bias in SWdn is very small and the biases in Dir and Dif are larger but of opposite signs indicates that the differences between FD and PSO are in the partitioning of the insolation into direct and scattered fluxes.
[21] The left side of Figure 1 (1L thereafter and similarly for all figures, R for the right side) provides the framework for investigating the partitioning of the SW flux into Dir and Dif fluxes by showing the ratio as a function of SW-derived cloud cover fraction (CFsw) for FD and PSO, respectively. Note that because CFsw can be derived only from SWdn when the sun is 10°or more above the horizon [Long et al., 2006] , except AOD, CFsw, CldTau, and the ratio for Direct to Diffuse (Dir/Dif and CDir/CDif), which have no unit, and Albedo is in %.
b Mean difference is for FD minus PSO throughout this work. Nmdv is the RMS distance of all points from the regression line, and SD, standard deviation. All the values are based on arithmetic average except CldTau, which is radiative average value (essentially logarithmic, but we use ISCCP count values [Rossow et al., 1996] , which are based on radiation model results) from 3-hourly (FD) or 15-minute (PSO) mean. The latter is based on arithmetic average from the original 1-or 3-minute mean, however. Table 3 based on 10 stations with AOD available. Figure 1R compares 3-hourly AOD values from FD and PSO with a robust fit line, which also indicates an overestimate of AOD by FD. The reason we use robust fit [e.g., Venables and Ripley, 1997] is to reduce the effect of the few extreme outliers in the PSO dataset; a small number of AOD values go up to 1.7 (not shown in Figure 1R ), compared to a maximum of 0.3 for the FD AOD values. To determine the effect of a high bias in AOD, we use the fit results in Figure 1R to revise the FD dataset, called FDrv, by reducing all the AOD values to 50% of their original values and repeating the flux calculations for all 15 stations with all other inputs unchanged. The mean AOD difference now becomes −0.032, because the outliers are included in the PSO average. The resultant Dir/Dif values for FDrv are also shown in Figure 1L , illustrating substantially improved agreement between FDrv and PSO.
[22] A more precise mutual evaluation must account for other meteorological information (section 3). To illustrate how different the two products are, Figure 2L shows the Dir/ Dif ratio from each dataset against the matched values of CFsw from the other product. The PSO ratios are now much larger even for overcast conditions, and the change of AOD does not improve the comparison much. To explain this, we compare the frequency distribution of CFsw for the two products in Figure 2R , which shows that the pointlike dataset (PSO) has more completely clear cases than the arealike dataset (FD). In other words, many of the cloudy scenes according to FD are clear over the PSO surface site [cf. Rossow et al., 1993] . Thus, the CFsw distribution of FD moves the PSO Dir/Dif values from the clear sky to the cloudy category, causing a general increase of the ratio in Figure 2L .
[23] Figure 2 also implies that the results in Figure 1L are actually mixtures of different scenes. Such mixing exaggerates the discrepancies between the two products. Figure 3 shows the differences of SWdn and Dir/Dif for matched 3-hourly FD and PSO values as functions of their respective CFsw values. As expected, the smallest flux differences occur when the two datasets have the same CF SW (zero difference contour is near the one-to-one line) and the largest flux differences occur when the two datasets disagree most about CFsw, as can happen for point-area comparisons like this [cf. Rossow et al., 1993] . That is, some of the scatter in the comparison results comes from mismatched cloud cover conditions that are inherent in this type of comparison [section 2, see also Rossow and Zhang, 1995] . With MSCM, a more precise comparison is possible if we sort the flux values on the basis of the degree of agreement between the coincident meteorological information.
[24] We now approximate ev 1 and ev 2 as functions of a single variable, Cfsw, apply gradually stricter constraints on the allowed (absolute) differences in 3-hourly CFsw (DCFsw varies from 1.0, no restriction, to 0.01), and evaluate the (daily mean based) monthly means on the basis of this reduced sample. Note that with the restriction of DCFsw to 0.01, the sample is reduced to ∼7% of the original and the remaining flux values are concentrated at LST = 9, 12, and 15 hr. Also note that if all cases where DCFsw >0.10 are removed, almost all of the partially cloudy cases are removed and (almost all of) the remaining cases are either totally clear or overcast. The latter are five times more frequent than the former. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the mean and SD of the flux differences (in relative percentage) for Dir, Dif, and SWdn with respect to |DCFsw|. The mean differences for Dir and Dif are reduced to −17.9 and 24.7% at DCFsw = 0.05 from −36.8 and 35.6% (at DCFsw = 1.0), respectively, a 2.33-fold reduction; but for SWdn, the difference actually increased by 8% (from −0.4 to 7.6%), still within the uncertainty estimates. The SD values are reduced to 18.4 and 21.0% at DCFsw = 0.1 (∼7 and ∼2% reduction) for Dir and Dif, respectively; but for SWdn, after slight improvement, SD increases to 14.1% (at DCFsw = 0.1, 4% increase) from the original 10.7%. If FDrv is used, the corresponding mean (SD) of the differences decrease (except SWdn) to −4.8 (13.8), 21.2 (20.1), and 10.3 (14.0)% from −24.7 (21.4), 30.9 (21.9), and 2.2 (10.4)% for Dir, Dif, and SWdn, respectively (not shown). There are no substantial changes from daily-based to LST-based monthly means. Similar changes appear for the 3-hourly fluxes, but SDs are 2-3 times larger than for monthly. The mean (SD) of the differences are −18.8 (47.8), 27.5 (49.7), and 9.6 (35.4)% from −35.1 (82.6), 34.6 (58.4), and −0.4 (34.0)% for the three flux components, respectively, at DCFsw = 0.05 (0.1) as above (not shown). Because the PSO sampling of CFsw is concentrated nearnoon LST, the monthly mean fluxes are based on an incomplete diurnal sampling.
[25] The optimum value of DCF SW , which produces the minimum flux difference, is ∼0.05, not 0.01 (Figure 4 ). This occurs because there are other quantities that also affect the flux comparison. In particular, CldTau, cloud types and smaller sampling populations begin to play more important roles in the flux comparisons between FD and PSO when DCF SW is restricted to a smaller effect. In fact, we show in the next section that the magnitude of the flux differences can be reduced even further by applying additional matching constraints on CldTau and that the apparent increase in the SWdn bias of FD relative to PSO for overcast conditions (when DCFsw is small, most of the samples are overcast) arises because the average CldTau for PSO is biased high relative to FD.
[26] All the PSO clear-sky SW flux components (CSWdn, CDif and CDir) are estimated from the clear-sky identification and fitting algorithm described by Long and Ackerman [2000] . We can also extract the PSO flux values for truly clear scenes, when the scene is flagged as clear at the station, but have found no drastic differences with the derived PSO clear-sky values, so we do not report them. The general comparisons for the clear-sky fluxes for both FD and FDrv with PSO are also summarized in Table 3 . FDrv exhibits substantially improved clear-sky downwelling fluxes, especially for the mean differences: from 23.3, −30.6 and −7.4 to 6.8, −7.7 and −1.0 W/m 2 for CDif, Cdir, and CSWdn, respectively.
Diurnal Comparison
[27] Figure 5 shows the average diurnal variation of the downwelling SW fluxes for all and clear sky over eight 3-hourly local solar times from FD and PSO. We have also looked at the 1-hourly diurnal cycle from PSO, but there is no particular difference between it and the corresponding 3-hourly results, except that the variation is smoother. Although the average fluxes agree quite well, this figure shows a systematic tendency for FD to slightly underestimate the clear-sky fluxes at all times of day relative to PSO, consistent with the clear-sky bias shown in the previous section.
[28] To investigate the effects on the diurnal cycle of SW fluxes by CFsw and CldTau, the 3-hourly ("normal" hereafter) datasets we have used thus far cannot be used, because the fluxes and other parameters have different time sampling. PSO determines optical depth only for overcast skies (sky cover ≥0.90) at the original 1-to 3-minute level, which leads to inhomogeneous sampling for 15-minute and longer time averages. We produced an alternative 3-hourly dataset for PSO in which all parameters (including fluxes) have the same sampling as CldTau at the 15-min level; we also redid the FD set to match. We call these new datasets the overcast (or CldTau-matched) datasets. The overcast dataset is 44% of the normal datasets. Figure 6L compares the diurnal variations of CFsw between FD and PSO for both the normal and overcast sets. FD shows a notable diurnal cycle with increased magnitude for the overcast CFsw, but PSO has virtually no diurnal cycle for either subset. Remember that the PSO retrieval scheme greatly reduces the number of samples away from midday, which may explain a lack of diurnal variations near dawn or dusk. The overcast CFsw is ∼1.0 because of the restricted conditions on CldTau in the PSO product, but Figure 6L also shows that the FD CFsw is different from the PSO for overcast scenes, which is not obvious in Figure 2R , where the overcast populations are not so different. In contrast, Figure 6R shows the reverse situation for CldTau: PSO has obvious diurnal variations but FD does not for the overcast set. Again, the strong reduction of samples away from midday in the PSO product may explain this behavior. In any case, Figure 6 indicates that the two analyses (ISCCP FD and RFA-PSO) are partitioning the solar radiation information into these two cloud parameters in different ways.
[29] The overcast sets give the mean diurnal variations for SWdn and Dif shown in Figure 7 2 at LST = 0 hr at a very high-latitude location with extreme solar zenith angles (not shown). These differences can be reduced if we apply matching restrictions on both CFsw and CldTau. Figure 8 shows the differences for SWdn (left) and Dif (right) as functions of the differences of CFsw (X) and CldTau (Y) from the overcast 3-hourly sets. Figure 8R suggests that when both the CFsw and CldTau differences are nearly zero (difference for CFsw ≈ 0 and CldTau ≈ −5), the Dif difference is also nearly zero, and when both the CFsw and CldTau differ, the Dif difference values diverge, increasing toward the right bottom corner where the CFsw (CldTau) difference becomes positive (negative) maximum. If the CldTau difference is held constant, increasing the CFsw difference (most changes are from FD because PSO CFsw ≥0.90) increases the Dif difference, which is physically plausible. On the other hand, if the CFsw difference is held constant, increasing the CldTau difference decreases the Dif difference because higher (lower) CldTau for FD (PSO) means less (more) Dif for FD (PSO). For Figure 8L , the SWdn difference for the overcast cases depends mostly on the CldTau difference (as expected) with the zero-difference contour at around −5 for the CldTau difference (including DCFsw ≈ 0). The CldTau influence is dominant for this subset because the strong monotonic decrease of both Dif and Dir when CldTau increases (not shown) while CFsw is constrained to ≥0.90, the overcast scenes for PSO, limiting the variations of CFsw to only a small effect. Again, we see the effect of an area-point comparison where, even though the surface site indicates overcast conditions, the larger area is not always so cloudy.
[30] Thus, reducing the differences for both CFsw and CldTau to optimum values (not zero because of other unaccounted factors) decreases the SW flux differences to a minimum. This is the two-variable approximation for ev 1 and ev 2 as discussed in section 3. When applying the joint CFsw and CldTau constraints to the overcast 3-hourly fluxes for ev 1 → ev 2 as MSCM is applied, the best (approximate minimum value) mean (SD) of the differences for Dir, Dif, and SWdn appear at DCFsw ≤0.20 and DCldTau ≤10 (with Figure 9 shows the diurnal cycles for SWdn and Dif with the best joint constraints. FD and PSO have near-perfect agreement for LST = 9 − 15 hr, which is the majority (∼70%) of the data. The Dir/Dif ratio difference also comes within ∼0.05 for all local hours except LST = 3 and 21 hr (only 1% of all values for the polar regions) and the Dir differences ≤15 W/m 2 (not shown).
[31] In Figure 6R , we also show an additional pair of CldTau values obtained when DCFsw ≤0.1 ("CFswmatched CldTau" in the figure) . Both pairs show that the PSO's CldTau is systematically higher than FD by 10-20, which helps explain the increased bias of SWdn in Figure 4 as DCFsw is restricted and concentrated to overcast scenes. To estimate CldTau, the RFA method [Long et al., 2006] must first estimate sky cover. To do so, it first eliminates the overcast cases when 10% or less of the total SW comes from the direct component. This procedure requires CldTau to be roughly 5-6 or more. For cases with lower optical depth, the enhancement of the diffuse over clear-sky equivalent indicates less than complete sky cover. Thus there is a tendency for the sky cover of optically thin (CldTau <3) overcast to be underestimated. Given that the PSO CldTau is only retrieved for (detectable) local overcast scenes with CFsw ≥0.9, assuming a single uniform cloud layer, cases of optically thin overcast of roughly 2 or less are effectively eliminated during the optical depth retrievals. This results in a high-biased aggregate PSO CldTau. Second, the linear averaging of CldTau from 1 or 3 minutes to 15 minutes means it also exaggerates CldTau values in terms of its radiative effects. This effect can be as much as a factor of 2-3, depending on the space-time scales involved. In contrast, CldTau values in FD have been averaged giving equal weight radiatively. The larger differences in CldTau indicate that improvement in the comparison by matching CFsw alone is limited; stricter matching can produce less agreement as shown in Figures 4 and 9. As discussed in section 3, the trial-and-error application of MSCM only gives optimum (but nonzero in difference) values of ev 1 and ev 2 that minimize the flux differences.
[32] Figure 10 shows the diurnal variations of CDir and CDif comparison with PSO for FD and FDrv, respectively. The FDrv values agree much better with the PSO values for both the clear-sky direct and diffuse components and their diurnal variations. Thus, the discrepancies in clear-sky SW fluxes (including CDir and CDif) and their diurnal variations can be mostly explained by adjusting the AOD used in the FD calculations.
[33] Many previous studies have found model calculations of clear-sky diffuse fluxes to overestimate observed values [e.g., Halthore and Schwartz, 2000] . Nowak et al. [2008] also reviewed this model-observation discrepancy, saying that modeled clear-sky downward SW broadband fluxes at the surface during the 1991 FIRE experiment were up to 10% larger than corresponding measurements, of which 4% could be attributed to disagreements in diffuse SW flux among the surface instruments. All the stations for Dif and Dir measurement are equipped with a ∼5.5°shading disk, with a field of view (FOV) matched to the FOV of the pryheliometer such that when the Dir and Dif are summed, they give the SWdn. Because the 5.5°FOV is larger than the extent of the solar disk, a significant share of the diffuse flux is counted as direct by this large aperture and thus is missed by the shaded diffuse instruments. The underestimate (overestimate) of diffuse (direct) is <10 W/m 2 for low aerosol optical depths and in the extreme cases (AOD ≥1), it may reach >100 W/m 2 [Grassl, 1971] . However, for undetected cirrus clouds, PSO mislabels these scenes as clear sky. Therefore, the reduction of AOD values actually needed to match to PSO is likely to be <50% because there are a few other causes of the differences with FD, including PSO's slight underestimate of diffuse irradiance. More detailed study of this issue is needed because the MSCM-based corrections of AOD are primitive.
Longwave Flux Evaluation
[34] Our previous comparisons of FC (FD's precursor) and FD surface LW fluxes with surface measurements showed larger biases and RMS differences than for SW fluxes that appeared to be associated mostly with the poor accuracy of the atmospheric temperature (and humidity) dataset used in the calculations, rather than with errors associated with cloud sampling or cloud base heights Zhang et al., 2004] . In particular, we found that there was too much variability of the FC downwelling LW fluxes in the tropics, associated with too much atmospheric temperature variability attributed to measurement errors, but too little variability in FC downwelling fluxes at higher latitudes, caused in part by a lack of diurnal variation of the atmospheric temperatures used in the calculations . To reduce the latter problem in FD, we introduced a climatology-based diurnal model for atmospheric temperatures and also estimated a reduction in the diurnal surface air and skin temperature diurnal amplitudes for cloudy situations. Note that errors in the atmospheric properties also propagate into errors in the surface skin temperature retrieved in the ISCCP analysis [cf. Zhang et al., 2007] . Although we compared the resulting diurnal cycles in surface air and skin temperatures to other datasets in Zhang et al. [2007] , we can make a more precise evaluation of both FD and PSO using the RFA results with MSCM.
General Comparison, Sampling and Cloud-Aerosol Effects
[35] Table 4 shows comparisons of FD and PSO monthly mean LW-related quantities. The mean (SD) differences for downwelling all-sky (LWdn) and clear-sky (CLWdn) and upwelling all-sky (LWup) and clear-sky (CLWup) LW fluxes, respectively, are 10.0 (15.6), 5.5 (13.3), 5.9 (17.8) and −1.1 (21.4) W/m 2 , or, in relative terms, 3.2 (4.9), 1.9 (4.6), 1.7 (5.0), and −0.3 (6.0)%. Such differences are consistent with our previous evaluations with respect to BSRN data, which yielded mean (SD) LWdn differences of 2.2 (19.0) W/m 2 or 0.7 (6.3)%, based on 1,831 monthly mean samples over 35 BSRN stations for 1992 -2001 [Zhang et al., 2004 . However, the current LWdn mean difference is somewhat larger than previously owing to a spurious increase in the TOVS near-surface air temperatures by about 2-3 K in late 2001 that affected all subsequent years, including the particular one (2004) used here (see next paragraph).
[36] We used the trial-and-error MSCM to sort the spatiotemporally matched LWdn to see whether the flux differences can be explained. The two variables that seem to show clear relationships with LWdn differences are the surface air temperature (Ta) and cloud fraction (CFlw). For PSO, CFlw is "LW effective sky cover," which primarily represents low and middle cloudiness [see Dürr and Philipona, 2004; Long and Turner, 2008] , whereas for FD CFlw is the same as CFsw but now matched in time to PSO at the 3-hourly level. Note that in contrast to CFsw, PSO has CFlw values for virtually all LWdn values, so sampling of the LW diurnal cycle is homogeneous. Figure 11 shows LWdn difference as functions of Ta (left) and CFlw (right) for FD (X) and PSO (Y) as before. For these 3-hourly averaged flux values, the Ta values from FD are systematically 2-3 K larger than PSO, which produces up to 25 W/m 2 difference. However, when the values of CFlw and Ta agree, the values of LWdn agree as well (zero contour located along the 1-to-1 line). When we apply MSCM to match CFlw, LWdn agreement improves from ≤10 W/m 2 to near zero as DCFlw decreases from 1.0 to 0.01, but there is virtually no change of SD of the differences (not shown), indicating that the time variations in the flux differences are controlled more strongly by another quantity. The time variation of LWdn differences are affected more by Ta disagreements as shown in Figure 12 . As the Ta difference is more strongly constrained from 50 down to 0.2 K, the mean (SD) flux difference decreases from 10 (35) to 1 (∼25) W/m 2 for LWdn, and similarly for CLWdn, going from 5.5 (26) to < 1 (< 19) W/m 2 . This shows that Ta is a more important parameter in ev 1 and ev 2 than CFlw for the LW fluxes. Because Ta is the leading parameter affecting the LW fluxes, the variations in the LW agreement have a stronger geographic and seasonal dependence on Ta differences than CFlw. In particular, we have investigated the cases where FD's Ta values are very highly biased (up to 50 K). These Table 3 . All LW components are daily mean removed (so their mean is zero) in W/m 2 . CFlw is unitless. CldHgt is in km, Ta in Kelvin, SLSH (FD's surface layer humidity) and SASH (PSO's surface air humidity) in g/kg.
b In the parentheses are for FDrv versus PSO; FDrv is defined in Table 3 . Figure 11 . Contours of the differences of downwelling LW flux (LWdn, in W/m 2 ) versus surface air temperature (Ta, left) and versus cloud fraction (CFlw, right) for FD (X) and PSO (Y).
cases are all from the South Pole (SPO) station comparisons and are caused by the lack of temperature inversions in the TOVS temperature profiles in winter. The high bias of the Ta values used in FD, 2-3 K is larger in winter overall (up to 12 K at LST = 15 for Bondville (BON) station in January and at SPO, 27 K, not shown) than in summer (usually <6 K, not shown); the agreement at most other locations is better than ±3 K but slightly larger at higher latitudes than at lower latitudes.
[37] Aerosols are usually considered important only for solar radiation, and there are very few publications concerning their effects on LW fluxes, but they do modify the terrestrial radiation, particularly close to the ground, because they absorb and reemit the earth's infrared radiation [Goody and Yung, 1989] and, in general, increase surface downwelling LW [e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1999] . The comparison of clearsky downwelling LW (CLWdn) from FD and PSO reveals a small but systematic effect of the aerosols. FDrv does improve the CLWdn agreement by ∼10% (from 5.5 to 4.9 W/m 2 ) in mean difference as listed in Table 4 , but has little effect on cloudy-sky LW fluxes.
Diurnal Flux Comparison
[38] To study the diurnal variations of LW fluxes and associated physical variables, we use their monthly mean 3-hourly LST averaged over all the stations and months in 2004 with the "daily mean" removed, i.e., the diurnal anomaly, shortened to "mean monthly diurnal." Because we do not find substantial disagreements between FD and PSO here and we have already shown that the uncertainties come from FD's inputs [Zhang et al., 2006 [Zhang et al., , 2007 , we did not apply the MSCM here.
[39] We first compare the mean monthly diurnal variations of the parameters that affect the FD and PSO LW fluxes. Figure 13 compares the mean diurnal anomalies of Ta (and also the surface skin temperature, Ts, from FD, which PSO does not supply), CFlw, the surface layer or surface air specific humidity (SLSH or SASH for FD and PSO, respectively) and the cloud base heights (CldHgt). Figure 13a shows that the phase and amplitude of the Ta diurnal cycles for FD and PSO are in excellent quantitative agreement. The diurnal cycle of Ts from FD exhibits a peak at LST = 12 hr, larger than and 3 hr ahead of the peak value of Ta at LST ≈15 hr, which is physically plausible because Ta is increased by exchanges of energy from the solarwarmed surface (the precise lag time can be <3 hr in the averages used). On the other hand, as with CFsw ( Figure 6L ), CFlw from FD shows a diurnal variation (with peak cloudiness at LST = 12-15 hr), whereas CFlw from PSO shows no apparent diurnal variation (Figure 13b ). Note that although CFlw from FD is the same as CFsw, the diurnal variations shown in Figures 6 and 13 are different due to the matching of FD to the inhomogeneous diurnal sampling in PSO for SW parameters. The FD diurnal cycle of cloudiness differs from PSO because of differing cirrus detection sensitivities [cf. Jin et al., 1996 for ISCCP and Dupont et al., 2008 for PSO] and because high-level clouds have a different diurnal phase than low-level clouds [cf. Cairns, 1995] .
[40] Figure 13c shows fair agreement in the small diurnal variations of near-surface water vapor. Figure 13d shows nearly opposite phases of the diurnal variations of CldHgt. There is also an overall 2 km high bias in CldHgt for FD (Table 4) . Both of the CldHgt differences can be explained by the different sensitivities of the two analyses to cirrus clouds: in particular, high clouds are not included in the 2 ) versus upper limit of (absolute) surface air temperature allowed (Ta, X).
LW-based PSO retrievals, which shifts the average base height downward and changes the average diurnal variation [cf. Cairns, 1995] . The CldHgt determinations in both datasets are very different: PSO uses LW fluxes over the day that are most sensitive to lower-level cloud variations with an assumption of single-layer liquid clouds and a fixed temperature lapse rate (see Appendix), whereas FD uses a climatological set of vertical cloud structures that vary with the cloud types present in the scene [Rossow et al., 2005] . Zhang et al. [2004] also showed that comparisons of average cloud base heights tend to exaggerate the differences between FD and PSO because of the inclusion of more (thin) upper-level cloudiness in the former. The small effect that these differences, except for Ta, have on the LWdn comparison supports this interpretation (see next paragraph).
[41] Figures 14a and 14b show the average diurnal cycle of LWdn and CLWdn, respectively. FD has a larger amplitude for LWdn than PSO by ∼3 W/m 2 with a slight phase difference, shifted more towards LST = 12 than 15 hr (given the 3-hourly window the difference in phase is actually <3 hr). Since the CLWdn phase and amplitude agree near-perfectly (Figure 14b ), the differences in LWdn are likely explained by the disagreements in the diurnal variations of CFlw and CldHgt: The slight amplification in LWdn is consistent with increased CFlw and decreased CldHgt in FD (Figures 13b and 13d ). The differences in amplitude and phase for LWdn, averaged over all stations, are nearly independent of season: The amplitude difference is slightly smaller in wintertime (not shown). The geographic dependence is more complex: A similar amplitudephase difference is exhibited at the mid-to high-latitude stations, but in the tropics, the diurnal amplitude difference is smaller and the phase of FD is shifted to slightly earlier in the day (not shown). Figures 14c and 14d show the same comparison for upwelling LW (LWup) and the net LW loss (opposite sign to LW net flux), respectively. For all sky, the latter quantity is sensitive to the phase differences of LWdn and LWup. LWup is primarily determined by Ts: The FD and PSO values are in phase with near-coincident peaks at LST = 12 hr but there are various differences at other LST, up to >10 W/m 2 (LST = 3). Although PSO did not report values of Ts, such flux differences suggest a slightly low bias of the FD Ts values by <1 K during daytime and a high bias of about the same amount just before dawn. This difference is nearly uniform over seasons but varies somewhat geographically: The midlatitude stations exhibit similar difference patterns but with much smaller flux differences (∼5-10 W/m 2 ), whereas the tropical stations show a pattern with larger differences (∼10-20 W/m 2 ) (recall that we are comparing a point to an area and the tropical sites are islands). The resulting diurnal variation of the net loss by LW is smaller in FD than that from PSO.
[42] To evaluate the diurnal adjustment scheme applied to temperatures in FD, Figures 15a and 15b compare PSOdefined clear sky, referred to as "true clear sky," and cloudy sky (when PSO CFlw >0.7) for LWdn and Ta, respectively. FD and PSO are in excellent agreement for both LWdn and Ta for true clear sky. The agreement is not as good for cloudy sky: FD has larger amplitude of >5 W/m 2 and <1 K than PSO, for LWdn and Ta, respectively, which may be caused by FD's use of a climatology of diurnal amplitude and a crude representation of the cloud effects [Rossow et al., 2005] as well as the differing sensitivity to cirrus clouds for both. Figure 15c shows the reverse situation for LWup and net LW loss: FD and PSO are in good agreement for cloudy sky but not for true clear sky, for which FD has slightly smaller amplitude for upward LW than PSO by up to >10 W/m 2 (LST = 3 hr) but generally by ∼5 W/m 2 . As discussed before, FD is more likely to have cloudy scenes than PSO ( Figure 2R ). The combined effects appear in Figure 15d : FD has smaller amplitude than PSO for both cloudy and true clear-sky scenes with larger differences in near dawn for net LW loss. Nevertheless, the agreement shows that the FD diurnal adjustment scheme for land Ta and Ts was an improvement over the previous FC results:
The larger amplitude for all-and cloudy-sky LWdn and Ta and smaller amplitude for LWup for all the scenes (all, cloudy, and clear sky) suggests that further refinement may be possible.
[43] Putting all the factors together, net LW loss from FD is about ≤10 W/m 2 smaller in diurnal amplitude than PSO for all, cloudy, and true clear sky, caused by both clouds and surface skin temperature differences. Table 4 shows that the average loss over the diurnal cycle for FD is nearly 5 W/m 2 less than PSO averaged over all stations and seasons, showing less heat loss during the peak temperature period near local solar noon and more heat loss in the predawn hours, consistent with high-biased Ta and low-biased Ts for FD.
Summary
[44] The usual flux product evaluation does not have available or use much of the associated meteorological information and, even if it does, the information is usually not as systematic or complete as in the RFA-PSO product. Our study illustrates a way to evaluate a satellite flux product, namely, MSCM that is more meaningful and provides simultaneous evaluations of both the ISCCP-FD and RFA-PSO products. The optimum matching criteria vary for different flux components, reflecting the multiplicity of factors that produce apparent flux discrepancies between the two products.
[45] In general, we confirmed our previous results for the monthly averaged, all sky SW and LW fluxes: The uncertainty remains 10-15 W/m 2 [Zhang et al., 2004] ; if we attribute some of the error to the PSO values, the FD uncertainty is smaller. However, we have shown that a substantial portion of that uncertainty comes from errors in the input quantities and not from the radiative transfer model used in the FD calculations. By reducing the CFsw differences to an optimum (small) constraint using MSCM, the mean differences between FD and PSO are improved, by up to a factor of 2 for Dir in the most dramatic case. But we cannot draw more concrete conclusions because of inhomogeneities in the diurnal sampling of PSO. When we apply MSCM to both CFsw and CldTau, more improvement is obtained though this is limited to the overcast scenes by the PSO retrieval. In the clear-sky case, FDrv substantially improved the overall flux comparisons, particularly for CDif and CDir. Nevertheless, it is clear that the actual uncertainty in the FD values of SWdn can be reduced with better aerosol information and a denser sampling of cloud variations. The PSO values represent accurate measurements of the flux, but their statistics, even monthly averages, have to be interpreted carefully because of the inhomogeneous diurnal sampling, as well as the usual problem of representing an area statistic with a point measurement.
[46] Although both SWdn and CSWdn show excellent agreement of the diurnal variations between FD and PSO, the Dif and Dir components disagree somewhat. Here there are two different stories. For clear sky, the dominant influence is the AOD difference; when we reduce the AOD values by half in FDrv, the total flux agreement becomes even better and the ratio Dir/Dif is improved substantially. However, as we showed, the area-point difference causes some mixing of clear and partly cloudy scenes, so the needed aerosol correction is not really this large. For cloudy sky, applying MSCM with a joint constraint on both CFsw and CldTau differences leads to a nearly perfect agreement for Dif and Dir (and therefore their sum SWdn), but this result is confined to LST = 9-15 hr because of the limitations of the PSO retrieval. So we conclude that the diurnal sampling differences also help explain part of the differences in the total fluxes, but we need further tests of the FD product at more extreme sun angles.
[47] For LW downwelling fluxes, when MSCM is applied to 3-hourly Ta, the mean difference is reduced to nearly zero from ∼10 W/m 2 and the SD of differences is also improved to ≤25 W/m 2 from ∼35 W/m 2 for LWdn and CLWdn. These values are about or slightly better than the combined uncertainties from FD and PSO (<20-25 W/m 2 , based on uncertainty values from both for all ARM, SURFRAD, and BSRN sites). When CFlw is matched, the mean difference of LWdn is also reduced to nearly zero from ∼10 W/m 2 . The CLWdn is also slightly improved by FDrv. Thus, eliminating disagreements between temperatures and cloud cover nearly eliminates the disagreement of the FD and PSO LW fluxes: the former can therefore be improved with improved temperature data as input and denser cloud sampling and the latter is subject to the same limitation in representing area fluxes.
[48] FD and PSO generally exhibit good agreement for both the phase and amplitude of the LW diurnal variations. For downwelling LW diurnal variation comparison, FD shows good agreement with PSO for RFA-defined true clear sky but overestimates the amplitude for cloudy sky by 3-7 W/m 2 , which is probably caused by different sensitivities to cirrus clouds. FD underestimates the diurnal amplitude of the LW upwelling flux for all and clear sky but generally agrees for overcast (CFlw >0.7). With the combined effect of downwelling and upwelling LW fluxes, FD underestimates the diurnal variation of the net LW loss for all the scenes by up to 10 W/m 2 , although the daily mean net loss is more accurate. Such differences are smaller than the combined uncertainties from both of FD and PSO. The main conclusion here is that the PSO product's diurnal cycle accuracy is limited by its insensitivity to cirrus clouds, whereas the FD accuracy limit is associated with the diurnal variations of low clouds that are not completely sampled from the satellite perspective.
[49] We have also compared the diurnal variations between FD and PSO for individual stations and months, but we only summarize the main results here by showing the aggregate of all the statistics for all 15 stations and all 12 months because these summaries are consistent with the more detailed comparisons. Therefore, both FD and PSO accurately portray the diurnal flux variations.
[50] By using MSCM to exploit the functional relationship between radiative fluxes and their associated meteorological parameters, we have extended our previous evaluations for FD and obtained more accurate and meaningful estimates of the uncertainty of both data products. The real uncertainty values are likely smaller than separately estimated for both the general and diurnal comparisons, and the remaining discrepancies can be ascribed to the different natures of the two products (area versus point measurement, direct calculation versus retrieval) and the errors in specifying the relevant environmental parameters, ev 1 for FD and ev 2 for PSO. Therefore, the newly emerging RFA-processed product is more useful for a more accurate and insightful evaluation of radiative transfer models and satellite-based radiation products. As noted in the August 2006 issue of GWEX News [Dutton, 2006] , the development of the RFA products significantly increases the value of surface radiation and meteorological measurements beyond that of the individual measurements themselves and makes possible far more detailed satellite and model comparison studies as demonstrated in this work. However, the RFA method still needs to be improved to produce more accurate meteorological parameters over a larger range of conditions and with more uniform coverage of the diurnal cycle (especially in SW). The method also needs to unify its cloud and aerosol parameters between SW and LW. An improved RFA product would make possible better evaluations between the satellitederived and surface-observed fluxes as well as advances in understanding of the interactions between radiative fluxes and the associated meteorological parameters.
[51] The preparation for a next-generation, higher-resolution ISCCP cloud product with improved temperature/humidity profile, a refined cloud vertical structure model, a better diurnal adjustment scheme, and possibly a better aerosol climatology are under way. A set of more detailed and precise meteorological parameters, coincident and collocated with observed surface fluxes, such as RFA products, is needed for evaluation.
Appendix A: Uncertainties in RFA-PSO Dataset [52] For the ARM measured data used in this study, estimates of the 2s uncertainties of the measurements are 3% or 4 Wm −2 , 6% or 20 Wm −2 , 6% or 10 Wm −2 , and 2.5% or 4 Wm −2 (whichever is larger) for the downwelling direct normal SW, diffuse SW, total SW, and LW, respectively [Stoffel, 2005] for the 1-min data deduced from metrological considerations. However, metrological considerations tend to be pessimistic, given they are based on all things that could possibly go wrong with the measurement system. Shi and Long [2002] show typical 1-min long-term agreement between collocated instruments to be 9 Wm −2 , 14 Wm −2
, and 5 Wm −2 for the diffuse, direct normal, and LW, respectively. The 2s uncertainties for the 3-min SURFRAD radiation budget measurements are given by Augustine et al. [2000] for the total and diffuse SW as 2%-5%, for the direct SW as 2%-3%, and for the LW as 9 Wm −2 . However, it is well known that longer-term averaging, such as monthly means, substantially reduces the random error contribution to these uncertainties and exhibits little bias, such that the monthly average uncertainties can be considered to be well below the 10 Wm −2 level. For the RFA clear-sky total, diffuse, and direct SW estimates, Long and Ackerman [2000] estimated the additional all-sky uncertainty due to interpolation for cloudy periods to be about equivalent to that of the measurements themselves, giving a total standard error only ∼40% greater than the measurement uncertainty itself, and monthly mean uncertainties again below the 10 Wm −2 level. As Long and Ackerman also showed, the interpolation uncertainty is largely due to random errors, with little if any bias compared to the measurements themselves. Long and Turner [2008] estimated the clear-sky LW uncertainty to be about 4-5 Wm −2 for the 1-min data, again with little if any bias from the measurements themselves. Thus, for both the SW and LW, virtually any bias in the clear-sky estimates comes from the measurements themselves rather than from the fitting and interpolation process that produces the clear-sky estimations.
[53] For the SW-derived sky cover, Long et al.
[2006] gave 1-min uncertainty as better than 10% sky cover, with precision listed as better than 3% sky cover. Dürr and Philipona [2004] listed the RMS 1-min uncertainty for their LW-derived effective sky cover as 1 okta, or 12.5% sky cover. Barnard and Long [2004] estimated the 1-min cloud visible optical depth uncertainty as 10% or better. These estimates apply to values reported, but as we discuss in this paper, there are important limitations on these quantities coming from both time sampling and methodology issues. The RFA estimations of clear-sky upwelling SW and LW are still under development and have not yet been vetted through the peer review process. While the uncertainties due to interpolation for cloudy periods in these estimates again appear to be on the order of the measurement uncertainties, to date the actual uncertainties have not been rigorously determined. The least certain of the RFA quantities used in this study is the cloud radiating surface height, in this study termed "CldHgt," which is inferred using the difference between the surface air temperature and the RFA-determined cloud radiating temperature (assuming a single-layer, plane parallel cloud and independent pixel approximation arguments) and an assumed atmospheric temperature lapse rate of 10°C per km, generally used for all-around atmosphere by surface observers. Thus the RFA "CldHgt" is very crude, though again in the aggregate for monthly averages is likely to be reasonable in the mean, but the 1-min uncertainty is likely large. Again, there are possible larger biases in the relative in sensitivity of RFA to upper clouds.
[54] The air temperature and humidity measurements (used in the calculation of clear-sky downwelling LW) are from the ARM Surface Meteorological Observation Systems, which use a Campbell Scientific Model HMP35C temperature and humidity probe (manufactured by Vaisala) in an aspirated enclosure. The estimated uncertainty is 0.6°C for air temperature, and 2%-3% for relative humidity (RH) [Ritsche, 2006] .
[55] BSRN estimates their accuracies at 5 Wm 2 for downwelling SW and 10 Wm 2 for downwelling LW, but these error estimates are not complete; they represent the standard deviations of the calibration coefficients [Ohmura et al., 1998 ]. In other words, these values really represent the precision with which these instruments can be calibrated, but not the accuracy of the field measurements under all-sky conditions. Additionally, the value for direct normal irradiance in the table is from cavity radiometers. The "BSRN method" for obtaining the direct beam irradiance is a combination of cavity radiometer and pyrheliometer. Ohmura et al. [1998] stated, "In effect, the thermopile pyrheliometer is being calibrated during every successful measurement from the cavity radiometer" (p. 2120). But very few BSRN stations use this methodology.
